
  

INFLIGHTBRIEFING
NEWS FROM THE JOB FAMILY IN ARNHEM LAND

Hello from Nhulunbuy! 
Since we last wrote a newsletter, 

we have been down south over 
Christmas, home to Elcho Island, off to 
Millingimbi and Darwin for cyclone evacuation, back home to clean up the mess and now to Nhulunbuy / Gove. 
Yes it’s been a very transient time for us since December. 

As many of you may have heard, Cyclone Lam visited Elcho Island in February. We were safely in Darwin 
when the cyclone hit, after being evacuated several days earlier. But it was an agonising wait, until we knew that the 
community had escaped without injury or death, and that our house was still standing. (More on this below..) 

Prior to the cyclone’s visit, the plan was for our family to spend March in Nhulunbuy, where MAF are 
currently very short of pilots. Jason is being a town based pilot for the next few weeks and Kim is enjoying some 
child free time while Sam is at Preschool. Being in town brings many blessings 
that we don’t have access to in Galiwin’ku. We are making use of the swimming 
pool, the shops, places to eat out and Kim is seeing the Physio regularly. But at 
the same time, our hearts and minds are very much in Galiwin’ku and Elcho 
Island. We do long to be a part of the repair and restoration of our community in 
a greater way. We are missing our home. Many of the flights Jason is completing 
at the moment are related to the cyclone, as many government agencies are 
travelling to the communities to assist. He has flown several plane loads of food 
to remote communities as well. 

In the last week, Kim has also been able to complete Stephanie’s training to work in the MAF office at Elcho 
Island. Stephanie has learnt the skills for this role so quickly, but her training has been interrupted by a funeral, 
power outages and the cyclone.  She will begin work in the office this week, currently, the only indigenous staff 

 the location of a Christian school at the northern end of Elcho Island was also significantly 
impacted by Cyclone Lam. MAF has been able to assist them in flying their staff and resources into the 
community to assist with the clean up. They are thankful for little damage to structures and buildings, 
although there has been lots of mud and sand to clean up.  MAF have been able to assist communities 
like Gawa and Maparu by flying in much needed fresh fruit and vegetables and other food.  
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Below: Lots of sand to clean up in Gawa • The wind turbine didn’t fair too well from Cyclone Lam • The Gawa staff’s first views of their 
homes from the hotel in Darwin 



 

On Tuesday, the 17th of February, we were given 
several hours to prepare our home and pack for evacuation 
from a cyclone. The plan was to move to a MAF base 
further west and later on to Darwin, if the weather 
required it.  

Our flights to Milligimbi and then Darwin on 
Wednesday, with seven other MAF families in six planes 
were fairly smooth.  

Time in Darwin was filled with 
treats not available on Elcho Island, but 
the reason for our being there was never 
far from our minds.  

The cyclone passed over our 
island and two other communities that 
are MAF bases during Thursday. As we 
waited for news, we prepared ourselves 
for the worst, but hoped and prayed that 
the situation at home would not be that 
bad. While we were able to monitor 
meteorology reports, information from 
Galiwin’ku was slow to emerge.  

Finally, on Friday evening we 
received an email via satellite, telling us 
that our house was still standing and on Saturday we 
began to receive pictures of our home and our community.  

On Sunday, we battled through the remnants of the 
cyclone’s bad weather to return home. Not a flight any of us 
would like to repeat… except for Sam who slept for the 
entire 3.5hr trip. Trees were down everywhere. Leaves were 
gone from most trees. Many vehicles and houses were  
damaged. Our community looked very different to how we 
left it. 

We were relieved and yet saddened when we saw our 
home. Relieved that it seemed intact and yet sad to see that 
most of the trees that gave our property so much shade, 

were no longer standing or had no shade to offer anymore.   
Upon entering our house, we discovered that a tree branch 
had in fact pierced the roof above our front door, but the 
water damage was minimal to furniture and belongings. 
With no power, reduced water pressure and lots of 
adrenaline, Jason, Steve (From Gawa) and Sam began to 
attack the mess in the yards. While Kim tackled inside our 

home. Mud, water and leaves were to be 
found in the most unusual places, 
including the washing machine, our bed 
pillows and all over the floor. Two 
freezers needed to be cleaned out, as 
most of the contents were off. It was all 
very dirty and very hot without the 
relief that comes from fans and air 
conditioning.  
On Monday, we were able to go and visit 
some of our friends around the 
community. Upon leaving Darwin, the 
Purdey family (our Elcho Island MAF 
colleagues) and ourselves were able to 
buy one hundred kilograms of food 
supplies to bring back with us for 

distribution. It was wonderful to be able to bring some joy 
and some practical gifts to those who had endured the 
ferocity and longer term effects of Cyclone Lam. The Red 
Cross had donated some clothing for us to distribute as 
well. People were touched that we would think of them 
while we were in Darwin and were very eager to enjoy 
some of the food we’d brought.  

A visit from a plane load of MAF staff from Gove was 
a great help, as more hands to saw down trees, move logs, 
drag branches into a pile was very precious and we were 
able to get the hole in our roof sealed up before too much 
more rain came.  

Above: Cyclone Lam assistance - clothes to distribute and Shopping in Darwin for food parcels for Elcho Island residents • A load of food 
to go to Gawa homeland • Gawa school and homeland staff caught a flight with us from Darwin fully prepared. 

yclone Lam diariesC



 

An intruder through our ceiling.            The view of the front of our house when we got home.

One of the few buildings that suffered complete destruction.       Jason and MAF pilot David Caradus evacuate the inhabitants of Mooroonga Is.

Sam was keen to lend a hand with the clean up.          Galinwin’ku from the air.  Lack of foliage reminiscent of a bush fire.  

A hired van in Darwin made the evacuation days tolerable.        Bad weather en route Darwin to Elcho made for a stressful 3.5hr flight.



Prayer &

Praise

Please join with us in prayer for... 
• Pray for Stephanie, as she begins her role in the MAF office this week.  
• The communities effected by Cyclone Lam. Pray for the mental health of 

those who lost homes and possessions. Pray that Christians may be a 
beacon of hope and help at this time.  

• Safe flying despite heat, humidity and thunderstorms for all the pilots 
• Praise God for the comparative lack of devastation to property and for no 

fatalities from Cyclone Lam.  
• Pray for Jason as he ferries a plane to Darwin next week and will be away for 

several days.

Sam" "    continues to enjoy life as a busy four year old! He has coped very well 
with the evacuation to Darwin and the effects of the cyclone. Especially once he 
realised his swing set was still intact, although covered with multiple branches and 
trees. Kim has begun homeschooling him with some preschool material which has 
been fun. Our first topic was seasons, which was a little challenging for a boy used to 
Northern Territory weather. While we are in Nhulunbuy, he has begun attending 
Preschool several days each week. He loves the access to new toys, friends and his new 
lunchbox. We are also spending lots of time at the local pool, trying to improve his 
skills in the water.  Lego is his new favourite thing.
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C
Australian Missionary Tidings

ontact us:

Despite the lack of coverage in the media, Galiwin’ku has had much help 
in the past couple of weeks.  There have been scores of Balanda (non-
indigenous people) around town, mending downed power lines, restoring 
communications, removing trees from houses and making the water safe 
to drink. There is now a huge tent city set up on the football oval by the 
Army to relieve some of the overcrowding due to people who came into 
town from the homeland communities.  Many of the damaged 
community houses have been condemned due to the now exposed 
asbestos, forcing more people from their homes.  We can't imagine how 
hot these tents must be in this weather.  
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